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Gilles Defeuze's books on cinema. Cinema l: The Movement Image
and Cinema 2: The Time Image. offet a complex logic of cinema as
an exploration of consciousness. They arc resources of new and
productivc ways to think about film and filmmaking. My intent in
thc following is to explorc Deleuze's cinema thcory as it may inform
the project of hybrid cinema or experimental diasporan cinema.l I
draw from thc theories of hybridity put forward by Trinh T.
Minh-ha. Hamid Naficy. and others. from Delcuze's work on Michel
Foucault and with Fdlix Guattari, and ftom a critique of his use of
Bcrgson. Most importantly, the film and video works I discuss in
terms of Deleuzc's film theory themselves offcr an intervention in
his work. I will look at a numbcr of works in the genre of
experimental diasporan cinema, focusing in particular on Rea
Tajiri's videotapc History and Memory: For Akiko and Takashige
(1991), John Akomfrah's fihn Who Needs a Hedrt? ('1992), and

Atom Egoyan's feature film, Calendar (1993).
In these writings the politics that characterize Deleuze's work
elsewhcrc tend to go underground; perhaps disappear altogether.
Tendencies such as his fascination with auteur cinema, while often
pleasingly non-canonical, seem to inhibit the productive line of his
thought. I intend my exploration of this one genre to make the
political implications of Deleuze's lilm theory more explicit, by
strcssing the collective nature of the forms of memory and
perception on which he bases his study.
What Deleuze calls 'time-image cinema' is, he argues, a
revolutionary moment in the history of western philosophy, in which
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has become possible to make an autonomous image of timc. It is
distinct from 'movement-image cinema', in which frame follows
framc according to necessities of action, subordinating timc to
movement. ln order to derive the revolutionary potential of the new
cinema that provides a dircct imagc of time, Deleuze places great
importance upon thc 'any spaces-whatever' that camc to proliferate
after World War lI: 'The fact is that, in Europe, fhe post-war period
has greatly increased the situations which we no longer know how to
react to, in spaces which wc no longcr know how to describe. Thcsc
were "any-spaces-whatever", deserted but inhabited, disused
warehouses, wastc ground. cities in the course of demolition or
rcconstruction. And in these any-spaces-whatgver a ncw rucc of
characters was stirring, kind of mutant: thcy saw rathcr than acted,
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they were seen.'2
Could it bc that these are not simply the disjunctive spaces of
postmodernism but also the disruptive spaces of postcolonialism; the
return of repressed cultural prcscnccs to the spaccs that had
ncw race!
marginalized them? In this case the 'kind of mutant .
to which Deleuze rcfers (in terms that suddenly take on a rathcr
xenophobic cast) desc bes the very real conditions of migration,
diaspora and hybddity that chancterize the new populations of
Europe and North Amedca in the years since the warTheories of hybrid cinema argue that a hybrid form, in which
autobiography mediates a mixture of documentary, liction, and
experimental genres, charactcrizes the film production of people in
transition and cultures in the process of creating identities.3 One
defining quality of hybrid, or experimental diasporan, films is that
they are necessarily produced in a contentious relation to a
dominant language: in this sense they are properly termed a
minoity fotm. Thc violent spatiotemporal disjunctions that
characterize diasporan experience - the physical effects of exile,
immigration and displacemcnt also cause a rupturc in notions of
truth. Experimental diasporan films, using basically wcstern film
forms to speak from nonwestern cultures to a mixed audience,
perform this disjunction. They have an archaeological quality that
allows it to pose different regimes of truth against each other. They
confound official history, private recollection and simple fiction, and
point to the lacunae that remain, relusing to be filled by the truth of
any of these. I use Deleuze's notions of an archaeology of the image
to argue that in experimental postcolonial cinema different orde6 of
image, or image and soundtracks that do not correspond to each
other, express the disjunction between official and private memory.
ln addition, if Deleuze's understanding of perception is traced back
to its borowing from Bergson, thes€ disjunctions within the sense
information offered by a lilm can evoke other sorts of memory that
slip from dominant discourse, namely memo es encoded in senses
other than auditory and visual.
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Deleuze's concem in his Cinema books is not to come up with
another film theory; rather. film is the ideal object for his
philosophical project. In the introduction to Cinema 1: The
Morement Image he asserts that he is carrying out an exploration
that Bergson would have done, except that cinema did not attain its
typical form until after the philosopher's death. Cinema, he argues,
is an exploration of consciousness.4 Hence the bricolage of
philosophical languages in these books. Similarly, my cancern in
using this package of theory is not to find just another way of
talking about c tical filmmaking, nor to 'apply' Deleuze to a
cinematic object. Rather, if cinema is an explomtion of
consciousness. then these theories must be able to address the
production and suppression of consciousness in cinema.
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Discourses are not only restrictive but enabling.s While they limit
what can be said, they also provide the only language in which to
say it. One may be tempted to interpret the powers of becoming or
'lines of flight' that would cut through the layers of accumulated
discourse as forces of truth, but they can only be productive if they
participate in these discounes. 'Relations between forces will remain
transitive, unstable, faint, almost vi ual, unless they are ca ied out
by the formed or stratified relations which make up forms of
knowledge.'6 In other words, political (or any sort o0 change must
be effected in a dance, between strata and lines of flight, of
containment and breaking free.
Similarly, Deleuze's work on cinema, like Foucault's work on
history, disputes the ability ever to find the truth of a historical
event. It is lost in its discu$ive representation, in the layers of
words and things that build up over it. Yet it is only by being
inscribed in this way that it can be said to occur at all. We can
recreate, not the true histo cal event. but at least another version of
it, by cutting across those discursive layers. 'If we want to grasp an
event we must no1 show it', Deleuze writes in Cinema 2. 'We mlust
not pass along the event, but plunge into it, go through all the
geological layers that are its intemal history (and not simply a more
or less distant past) '7 This is the act of archaeology: combining
elements from different strata in order to resist the order that would
be imposed by working on one stratum alone.s Cinema has the
unique ability to deterdtorialize the representation of a historical
event, to conftont the laye$ with each other and sort through the
rubble.
For example: Who Needs a Heart?, a film by John Akomfrah of
the Black Audio Film Collective, cuts through the discursive
representation of the Black Power movemenr in Britain in the 1960s
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and 1970s. The cliched image of those struggles is present in
clothing, hai$tyles, parties and slogans on protest signs. However,
the absence of dialogue in the entire film prevents the viewer from
easily connecting those visual images with official representations of
the movement; representations that contain and dismiss it. Instead,
music, ambient sound, and an almost perfume-like richness of colour
and texture cause the film to elicit recollections on another level one that circumvents official discourse. History and Memory: For
Akiko and. Takashige, a video by Rea Tajiri, confronts the
hegemonic representations of Japanese-Americans during World
War II in fiction films and government newsreels with images of
absence, forgetting and evocative trifles that ultimately speak
volumes. And Calendar, a film by Atom Egoyan, conftonts a
tourist's commodified images of Armenia with incoherent
memory-images from which a profoundly repressed grief erupts.

Archaeology ot the 6lm image

I

lbid.. p. 64

10 1eler1e, Ctnena

2
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Following Foucault, Deleuze argues that the visual and verbal are
different orders that cannot be reduced one to the other. They are
two incommensurable forms of truth that confront each other at a
given historical moment: 'What we see never Iies in what we say,
and vice versa'.e They approach each other asymptotically, falsifying
each other even as they require each other. Cinema, as an
audiovisual medium, is the privileged record of the disjunctive
quality of'truth'in a particular histo cal fomation. Deleuze
undentands the cinematic image to corespond to the Foucauldian
notion of the visible, the layer of things in which one can read about
a particular stmtum or historical formation. In the image is revealed
'the deserted layer where we bury our own phantoms'.io (Later I will
argue that in addition to these two orde$ of experience there exist
still other, less easily recorded and coded, orders that neve heless
leave their traces in the audiovisual media of film and video.)
Pedagogy, for Deleuze, is the act of revealing the new layer that is
in formation, the new combination of words and things that cannot
be read in terms of the existing languages. To read,4rear the image,
then, is to look/listen not for what is there but for the gaps,'mind
the gap!', as notices read in the subways - to look for what might
be, in the face of what is not. Films that are hybrid, in that they are
forced to use hegemonic languages to speak from positions of
diaspora, take advantage of this disjunction between the visual and
the verbal. Hence the importance of black screen, the absence of
image, in History and Memory; of barely legible 8mm video footage
and distorted voices on an answering rr'achine in Calendar.
History and Memor! attempts to recreate Tajiri's JapaneseAmerican family's memory of their internment in concentration
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camps during World \\'ar IL The tape is both the record and active
proccss of her struggle to r.acti\atc lhe past from the fragments of
available image. Imagcs erist. in nervsrecls and fictions films, to
coroboratc official histories of the internment of JapaneseAmericans during the $ar. But the unof{icial histories of her family's
expcricnces cannot bc documented. and the fcw aflifacts they have
from the cxpcrience arc silent. Furthermore, inexplicably for Tajiri,
thosc who were in the camps seem wilfully amnesiac; her mother
barely remembers a thing about her imprisonment lt is by bdnging
together visual and audio images that arc inadequate alone and
contradictory togcther that Tajiri is able to evokc scencs and events

that cannot be reconstructed.
The tapc bcgins with a black scrccn, and a scrolling text
dcscribing a scene viewcd from overhead:

. . . Slowly, very, vcry slowly the ground comes closer as thc tops
of trces disappcar. The tops of the hcads of a man and woman
become visible as they movc thcm back and forth in an animated
fashion. The black hair on their heads catch and rcflect light lrom
the strect lamps. The li8ht from the strcct lamps has created a
path for thcm to walk and argue.
witnesses my father and mother
about
the unexplained nightmates of
an
argunent
as they have
of the bombing of Pearl
annirersary
20th
on
the
their tlaughter
.
.)
Harbor .

(The

spiit of my gtandfathet

.

. an event that would result in the forcible dctainment of 110'000
Japancsc Amedcans. This dcscription of an image (with no image)
is followed by another, this time verbal. Tajiri's voiceover says:

I don't know whcrc this camc from, but I just

have this fragment,

this picturc that's always in my mind. My mother, she's standing
at a faucct. and it's rcally hot outside, and she's filling this
canteen, and thc water's really cold, and it feels really good. And
thc sun's just so hot, it's just beating down, and there's this dust
that gcts everywhcre, and they're always sweeping the floo6.
This second description is accompanied by a brief flash ol a visual
image, of a dark-haired woman filling a canteen. These two
sequences, detailed descriptions of cvents for which there are no
images, attempt to replacc the images that have 'happened in the
world while there were cameras watching'. or which'wc restage in
front of cameras, to have images of'. They must suf6ce, for none of
the contemporary images Office of War lnformation lilms of the
camps, American and Japanese newsreels. or movies llke From Here
to Etemity (Fred Zinncmann, 1953) - can serve as memory vehicles
for Tajiri's family. Tajiri calls upon the spirit of the dead, namely
her grandfather. to supply an image, as though tire recollection of a
community must bc drawn upon as a source of images when no
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others exist. In short, when no image is available, archaeology must
be done in order wilfully to create images.
lmages also become a site for excavation when the sound ceases
to co obomte them. Trinh T. Minh-ha, for example, has long
worked to make sound falsify the visual archive. ln Trinh's Surname
Viet Given Name Nam (1989) the audio/visual disjunction consists in
realizing, as several women talk on camera about their expedences
of growing up in Vietnam, that they are performing themselves.
Their hesitation on camera is not'Asian'shyness but the uncertainty
of under-rehearsed actors. As their words simultaneously scroll
down the screen, one begins to doubt the womcn's statements,
which have the quality of confessions extracted under to ure (or by
a filmmaker anxious to capture authenticity). Cut off from their
clichcd extension into conventional documentary forms, the visual
and sound images become unavailable to the viewer who seeks some
sort of authenticity. They underscore the limitations of a film
language that insists on examination and truthful revelation.
Other filmmakerc divorce the visual from the verbal archive by
eschewing full translation into English (or the languagc of the
dominant viewer). Hopi filmmaker Victor Masayesva Jr exhibits
many of his works in Hopi with either no translation or a clearly
incomplete one. In Si.tkldvi: The Place of Chasmr (1991), an old
woman explains to her granddaughter, in alternating Hopi and
English, the significance of the ceremonial pattcrns she is painting.
A non-Hopi will comprehend that what she is describing is sacred;
but the sacred elements of her speech are not translated; they reside
on a different, inacccssible stratum ftom that on which the English
tumatu Yht Gieq aa.
xaD {Trinh T. Minh-Ha, isss).
Coune.y: Cinenova-

convemation takes place.
Similarly, Egoyan's Calendar is structured around the losses that
take place in acts of translation. The protagonist (played by the
fllmmaker) is a photographer whose mode of cxistence is to rcplace
experience with images. We watch as this charactcr, who like
Egoyan is a Canadian photograPher of Armenian descent, manages
the experience of being in his country of origin by creating images
for export. His reason for being in Armenia is to produce
photographs of country churches, turning the rustling, ftagrant
landscape into cheesecake images to be marketed in the west His
wife is a Canadian who still identities with her Armenian heritage
(played by Egoyan's real-life wife. Arsin6e Khanjian) In the cou$e
of their visit she comes to identify more with the country they are
visiting and to become attracted to their nativc Armenian guide As
though already in thrall to these images with which he is replacing
his own presence. the photographer watches through the viewfinder
as she disappears into the landscape with the guide, knowing he is
losing hcr to him.
These flashbacks alternate with scenes in which the photographer,
back in his Toronto apartment, pursues his perversion of hiring
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women who vaguely resemble his wile to come to dinner, excusc
themsclves on cue, and makc an erotic tclcphonc call in their first
langrragc, such as Macedonian or Turkish. As the
woman-of-the-mome;t slands ncxt to the church-of-the-month.
talking on thc phone, they function as two virtual images, of the
woman and the country he rcfused to sec_
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Drawing on Bergson s philosophr of duration. Deleuze profferu an
image of time as always splitting. like a hair. into two pa s: the
time that moves smoothly forward. or thc'present that passes'; and
the time that is seized and represented (if only mentally), or the
'past that is prescrvcd'. What Deleuze. following Bcrgson, refers to
as the actual image and thc virtual imagc are the two aspects of time
as it splits, the actual corrcsponding to the present that passes, the
virtual to the past that is prese ed. Thus we see that at the very
moment that they diverge, the two types of image create two
disjunctive represcntations of the same momelt. ('Image'in Bergson
signifies not simply the visual image, but the complex of impressions
that a perceived qbject conveys to a pcrcciver at a given moment.)tl
An example is home videos of family gatherings. At the moment
that the video is shot, the two so s of time look the same, but the
present-that passes can never be recalled, while the past-that
is-preserved (in the video) becomes the institutionalized
representation of the moment. Virtual images tend to compete with
recollection images - the memory you have of the gathcring that is
not captured in the video - and as we know, the power of the
former is such that they often come to stand in for our memories.
In cffcct, the past that-is-preserved has hegemony over the
representation of the event. be it Thanksgiving 1994 or Gulf War
1991. If instead of home movies we think of television news. for
example, thc political implications of these divergent sorts of image
become apparent. Clearly this is not a question of which image is
'true', but of which has a more tenacious representation, and which
representation has more continuity with the layer of images that
preceded it. Television, cinema and other 'public' images comprise a
sort of official history, while thi] unpreserved present-that-passes is
more like unofficial history or privatc memory. To confront one with
the other is to dig between the strata - perhaps finding traces of
unofficial or pivate memories. What Deleuze calls a 'recollection
image'embodies a past event that has no match in the recent image
repertoire: Tajiri's image of her mother at the pump is an example.
Experimental diasporan cinema digs between strata, using a
mixture of filmic languages to tell the unofficial stories of exile,
emigrant, or culturally-mixed people- Where multicultural
categorizing keeps difference in its place, hybridity is unpredictable
and generative. When someone's expe ence does not fit into the
categories provided, it brings back the histories that are repressed
just as a fossilized fragment visibly recalls the forgotten struggles of
past generations. Hybrids reveal the process of exclusion by which
nations and identities are formed.
Part of this archaeological quality depends upon a certain
arresting of movement. The films I discuss here tend to hqld the
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viewcr in a scries of cvocativc contemplations, where exploration is
spatial morc than temporal. or where the temporality is located in
thc circuits ot' memory rather than the forward motion of action.12
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Imagcs are not neutral rcflections, but representations made from an
interested point of view. Pcrception, according to Bergson, is always
partial and intcrcstcd, since it is located in a specific perceiver; it is
necessarily embodied. locatcd, and contingent. Subjectivity, then, is
suhtractive insofar as it mcans a thing is not perceived in its fullncss
but only in those aspects that interest the perceiver.13
Part of what distinguishes the movement image from the time
image is that the former accepts the subjectivity implied in the
imagc; it acquicsccs to the hegemonic form of perception. 'It could
bc said', Deleuze writes,'that the subjcctive image is the thing scen
by someone "qualified", or the set as it is seen by someone who
forms part of that set'.14 The time image - which should evoke a
naked eyeball, powerless to draw upon its resources of memory and
common sense - questions everything about how tftis image got to
bc constructcd from a given pcrception, and thus has to start the act
of pcrceiving all over again. In fact, Deleuze argues, cinema
neccssarily pulls thc vicwer bctwecn subjcctive and objective poles,
much as in Bakhtinian Iinguistics cach act of enunciation positions

the listene/viewer anew.15
Egoyan has made a number of feature films devoted to the
question of how technological reproductions of images are used as
prostheses fbr memory and for sex. His films centre on the
destruction of virtual images, such as family photos and home
movies, themselves already the last vestige of memory. These
images oftcn also reprcscnt the memories of a minority culturc. ln
Egoyan's early film Family Viewing (1987), for example, the only
remaining images of the young protagonist's Armenian mother, who
is dead, arc homc movics that, having been transferred to video,
have already lost resolution. The boy's father, an Anglo-Canadian
(who we see on a fragment of one of the films discouraging his wife
fiom speaking to their son in her native languagc), is now rccording
sexual games with his mistress ovel the family videotapes.
Pornogmphy is, in some ways, characterized by the reduction of a
presence to a dcracinated and consumable image: hence the
convergence of cultural erasure and the prgduction of pornography
in many of Egoyan's works. Yet these imagcs remain volatile,
threatening to activate buried circuits of memory.
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Fossils

Dcleuzc remarks that many films madc by minoritics invoke
- neither a psychological nor a collcctivc memory, but'the
strange faculty that puts into immediate contact the inside and the
outside. the people's business and private busincss'.16 Because
official histories, with their official image repertoires, are often at
odds with the p vate histories of disenfranchised people, it is
recollection images such as thc mcmorics of Tajiri's intcrlocutors that lnust confront the public and the private with each other.
'A recollcction image is like a fossil in that it embodies the traces
of cvcnts whose rcprescntation has been bu ed. When recollection
images cannot be connccted to a present situation, they become
'strangely active fossils, radioactivc, incxplicablc in thc prcscnt
whcrc thcy surfacc, and all the more harmful and autonomous.lT
Such traces are inscrutable on their own, but when we cut through
the different layen and conncct thcm, thcy tcll a story. Hisror-r'dr?.?
Memory c",okcs rccollcction images, fossils of events that have left
traces in the memorics and forgettings of Tajiri's parents and the
othcr people she interviews.
Tajiri tells of a bird-shapcd wooden brooch that her amnaesiac
mother wore constantly, made by a now dead relative. One day in
the National Archivcs. going through a box of documcnts from the
intcmment camps. Tajiri comes across a photograph of a roomful of
people working at long tables, labcllcd 'Bird-carving class, August
1941'. The archive - in this case. the literal archive does not
recognize Mrs Taji 's private history, but it can tcll somcthing about
it. Similarly, thc bird activatcs thc archive, embodying a recollection
that is now lost. The brightly-painted figure, a node to which both
official and privatc histories can be traced, is one of those'strangcly
memory
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Cliche

18 lbid pp 20 2l

The archaeological power of the cinema is its ability to mine images
for new information. Deleuze writes, 'lt is a civilization of the cliche
where all the powers have an interest in hiding images from us, not
necessarily in hiding the same thing from us, but in hiding something
in the image'. The cliche is 'a sensory-motor image of the thing', an
image of this thing that is not seen for itself but only
instrumentally.18 In contrast to the cliche, Deleuze values what hc
calls the optical image. He usefully invokes Eadweard Muybridge's
famous experiments u'ith raceholses to illustrate thc difference
between cliche and optical image. The cliche is that classic image of
a galloping horsc. all four legs off the ground and gracefully
extended. The optical image is any of those instantaneous shots that
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Muybridge captured that revealed the horse in all its ungainly
untypicality. Not how you imagine a holse in full gallop looks!
Released fuom a pose, with its implicit extension into action, th€
t9

bd, pp

uncliched image depicts an any-instantwhatever.1s
The optical image 'replaces its objects', substituting a vitual for
an actual image; not the thing, but a description that replaces and
erases the thing. Cinema, in severing cliches ftom their context,
makes the hidden object visible, in Foucault's sense of revealing
what knowledge they constitute. The resulting image (described with
examples from Godard and Antonioni) looks tarefied and abstract
compared to the richness of cliched images. But it is really the cliche
that is abstract: it uses ftom the image only what makes sense in the
terms of causal connections, instrumentally; and this exists on a
conceptual level. As Deleuze puts it, 'lt is gnss in general that
interests the herbivore'ld By contrast, the restraint and thinness of
the optical image'bring the thing each time to an essential
singularity, and describe the inexhaustible, endlessly refering to
other descriptions. lt is, then, the optical image which is really rich,

H

or "typical".'a
Empty of already-encoded meanings, the optical image is open to

abd.p45
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reapprehension and the reactivatiqn ol memory. We do not perceive
such an image purely in the phenomenological sense, but rather our
'attentive recognition' comes into play. Attentive recognition is a
Bergsonian term for the way we oscillate between seeing the object,
recalling vi ual images that it brings to mind, and comparing the
virtual object thus created with the one before us. ln so doing we
create anew! 'not only the object perceived, but also the
ever-widening systems with which it may be bound up'.2 Engaging
with the fteshly perceived object, we recreate it in higher expansions
of memory and on deeper strata of reality. The emptied-out cliche is
one example of failed recognition, with its possibilities for
rediscovering lost virtual and recollectior images. For example, this
describes the forrn of vicwership at work in Who Needs a Heart?,
since the lack of narative and of dialogue encourages the viewer to
linger on music, visual elements, and details of mise-en-scene,
calling upon his or her own subjective experience to amplify the
clues given in the film.
In Calendar, the protagonist is someone who is desperately trying
to speed the process of replacing actual images with virtual images.
Afraid of the volatility of recollection images and their ability to
activate repressed pain, he rigorously controls the process of image
construction, as though to speed actual images into theil suspension
in viftual images. He spends the entire trip to Armenia iixed behind
the viewfinder of an 8mm camera, while his wife and her guide and
entwhile lover wander in and out of the frame. When she tmnslates
the guide's information to the photographer, she conveys his
disapproval as wcll: 'He doesn't like to tell about this place - he
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thinks you should let your eyes discover it'. Arsin6e tries to
convince him to lcavc his camcra and join thcm for a walk but the
photographcr is adamant, adding in a retrospective voiceover,'What
I rcally fccl like doing is standing here and watching while thc two
of you leave mc and disappear into a landscapc that I am about to
photograph'. Hc defers acknowledging thc loss of his marriage,
instead wilfully crcating imagcs that, should hc cvcr let down his
guard and experience thcm. will awaken painful circuits of mcmory.
Thus thc glossy calendar on his wall in Toronto is, to push thc
rnetaphor, a minc of radioactive fossils.
The photographer's life revolvcs around similar processes of
substitution. His substitutions are highly fetishistic both in
psychoanalytic tcrms and in thc scnsc that hc is seeking to establish
a uniform commodity value for all his experiences. His wife's voicc,
calling long distancc, cchocs mctallically on his answering machine.
The womcn who come to him from the escort scrvice barely
resemble his wife. He'adopts'a child in Armenia and watches a
videotape of her. 'Shc costs mc $28 a month', he tells one of his
paid dinner companions: 'Do you have children? How much do they
cost a month?'

By thcir verv inadequacy to the actual image, these virtual images
set up circuits of memory and longing. This is the trap the
photographer sets for himself, and the trap of the optical image. The
less that is there in the imagc, pre-encoded - 'pre-enjoyed' in the
sccond-hand store euphemism thc more there is that can only be
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experienced by drawing upon one's memories as one engages with
the image in lhe pre.enl act ol perception.
Significantly, when attentive recognition fails - when we cannot
remember it creates- Rather than hooking up with sensory-motor
extension, the actual image connects with virtual elements.a
Attentive recognition is thus a patticipaloly notion of spectatorship,
whose political potential shouldn't be ignored. If a viewer is free to
draw upon her own reseryes of memory as she participates in the
creation of the object on screen, her private and unofficial histories
and memories will be granted as much legitimacy as the official
histories that make up the regime of the cliche if not more. How
this process of spectatorship connects with a process of production is
another matter, related to the notion of intercessors'that I
introduce belqw.

bid, p 55

Memory and the collective

In focusing on diasporan cinema, I have been describing a crisis of
incommensurability in which there is a directly political question of
the discrepancy between official and private memo es. Deleuze
describes such a crisis in his discussions of European and North
American cinema as well. Here the terms of the crisis are more
existential - the helplessness of Antoniod's and Godard's characters
confronting strange industrial landscapes, for example; or the
free-floating perception that characterizes work of North American
structuralist filmmakers such as Michael Snow and Ken Jacobs. The
latter, Delcuze argues, formulate a sort of gdseor,.r perception that is
not tied to subjectivity, but also not tied to any collectivity. Gaseous
perception affords not a Vertovian communist utopia but an
individualistic one, or, as Deleuze writes, 'Drugs as the American
community':24 it's a gas!

24 DElEue, Cinem 1 lhe
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Deleuze's theory of cinematic perception should allow him to
quite accurately trace the form of the viewing community in the
object viowod. Instead he falls into an atomistic notion of perception
in which the individual can perceive without the assistance of
collective memory. I would like to argue, in contrast to this position,
that the element of communal experience implicit in Bergson's
thcory of perception necessarily informs the process of film
perception as well. 'Where there is experience in the strict sense of
the word, certain contents of the individual past combine with
material of the collective past'.25 As Teshome Gabriel points out,
the process of viewing of Third Cinema works underscores the
collective character of their expression: 'there is a significant
continuity between forms of oral tradition and ceremonial
story telling and the structures of reception of Third Cinema. This
continuity consists of a sharing of responsibility in the construction
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of the text, whcrc both thc hlmmaker and thc spectators play a
double role as perlormcrs and cr.ators.6 This collcctive process, I
argue, is simply more crplicil. and motivated. in diasporan cinema,
which is forced to recognizc indi\idualistic narratives to bc aspects
of hcgemonic fictions. N1inoritl mcdia make it clcar, by virtue of
their straincd rclation to dominant languagcs, that l1o utterance is
individual.
Let me draw upon Walter Benjanrin's critiquc of Bcrgson in order
to refashion somc of Deleuze s ideas about film. memory, and the
social. Bergson's notion ol durde. which is ccntral to Delcuzc's
rheory ol lime-imrgc iinemil. depends upon a fclson expericn.ing
the passagc of time. As Benjamin Points out, however, Bergson
elides thc fact that this cxperiencc ends in the individual's death.
'Bergson in his conception of thc dur6e has become . estranged
from history'. Bcnjamin writes.'Thc durde from which death has
been eliminated has the miserable endlcssncss of a scroll. Tradition
has bccn cxcluded from it.'27 This cndlessness and estrangcmcrt

sccm distinctly to describe the sort of high-modcrnisl cinema that
Deleuze privilcgcs- Such works actualizc the expcrience ol thc dllrle
by not permitting images to cxtend into action, by cutting off all
causal relationships. The wandering charactcr of a Godard film'has
gained in an ability to see what hc l'!as lost in action or rcaction: he
SEES so that the viewcr's problcm becomcs "what is there to scc in
the:mage?" (and not now "What arc we going to see in thc next
image?")'2! But, we might ask, wlrat is thc point of 'finally SEEING'
there is nothing to scc? What is the point of having our clichcs
and preconceptions blown by the intcnsity of thc time-imagc
expericncc if we havc no subscquent course of action; if, indeed, thc
time image is all about suspending action? Might thcre be a more
prcssing purposc to this ac1 of suspension?
To answer this, let me return to explore thc id€a of mcmory.
Memory is more likc a productivc minefield (or bed of fossils) than
the limpid rcflecting pool rhat Bcrgson describcs. Benjamin finds
Bcrgson excessivcly sanguine about an individual's ability to parlake
in thc fullness of cxpcrience. moving back and forth bctween thc
circuits of pcrception and recollcction with ever increasing
satisfaction, as though at some grcat phenomenological buffet table.
Experience, he argues. necessarily involves a connection with thc
social characler of memory. and this relation is increasingly difficult
where the social character of public life has been undermined
Benjamin's critiquc suggests that among the sorts of causal
rciationships abjured in the timc image is ritual. Ritual depends

if

upon the association of images with history, of individual with
community cxpcricnce. Collective memory comes as a shock:
mimoire involontai,z is not simply thc individual unconscious
bucking up. but the traccs of collectivc life that inform the structure
of perception.
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Benjamin aligns Bergson's idea of mimoire pure with the notion
of unconscious memory. Both describe the sort of memory that
cannot be called up at will but must be brought on by a'shock'whether this be the ftagrance of Proust's tisane ot, lor Dele]uze, the
immobility that forces one to see. Unlike remembrance, Benjamin
A

Benjanin, '0n some norils in
Eaude ane', pp.

159$0

writes, (unconscious) memory aims not to protect impressions but to
disintegmte them.! Remembrance actually shields consciousness
from experience. It is thus very much like the built-up layeN of
vi ual images that comprise official history. ln contrast, memory,
one might say, detefitorializes remembrance. It takes a shock to
unroot a memory, to create a flow of experience. Such a shock is
what Deleuze looks for in time-image cinema. What you 'SEE',
then, in the suspension of motor extension, is a little closer to the
rcpressed collective contents of memory than simply a
phenomenological Thereness.

Sense memory

Let me stress that this memory is not simply individual repressed
memory, but a cultural memory. I have been arguing that the
memories that are effaced from dominant representations find their
representation in the characteristic gaps of time-image cinema. I
would like to suggest as well, following Bergson, that the very
perceptual forms that encode memory may be revealed as culturally
contingent by this shatte ng effect. The 'shatte ng of the

{
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ahd Menory,
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sensory-molor Schema lhat characterize\ time-image cinema
describes a suspension of the usual relations among the senses and
their automatic extension into movement. This shattering thus
inter.,/enes into the commonsense patterns of sense experience,
leaving some space in which perception can be experienced anew.
(It is interesting to reconsider the notion of 'common sense'in terms
of Bergson's theory of perception: a particular organization of the
senses is held in common as the way a particular culture perceives.)
Put differently, the suspension unsettles hegemonic forms of
perception, creating space for culturally va ant forms of perception.
Bergson emphasizes that perception takes place in a body (not, for
example, a point of consciousness), that the senses act as a whole in
the act of recognition, and that the senses 'require education'.30
These arguments suppod a view that sense experience is learned.
It is important to note that in his use of the term 'image' Bergson
implies not simply a visual image but the whole of sense information
available to a (differentially disposed) perception at a given time.
Matter and Memory can lend itself to an explanation of the cultural
va ations by which the senses are differentiated and hierarchized,
and thus to reread Bergson's work closely allows us to see what
might be revealed between the falling shards that Deleuze's
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'shattering'precipitates. Since perception in his model is plastic and
instrumcntal. variable according to culture and local need, I would
suggest that it provides a \\'a\ to theorize relations of perception and
mcmory as they are specifically informed in different cultures. The
'tactile'is onc such component of sense memory. As the story'bears
the marks of the storyteller much as the earthen vessel bears the
marks of the pottcr's hand',3r so docs lilm encode the sense
memories that do not find their way into verbal discourse. Deleuze
offers thc example of the pickpocket's hands in Bresson's Pickpocket
(1959) to dcmonstrate how tactile perception might function in
fiIm.3, I would suggcst that tactilc (and other sense) memories are
nrost important to those who do not have access to conventional
speech in film. Hamid Naficy writes that it is especially important to
consider the non-audiovisual ways that exiles cxperience audiovisual
media: 'The exilcs produce their differcnce not just through what
they see and hear but through their senses of smell, taste, and
touch. lndeed, these aspects of the sensorium often provide, more
than sight and hearing, poignant reminde$ of difference and of
separation from homeland.'s
The originary fossilJike image in Histoty and Memory the image
that encodes lost memories is that of the woman filling the canteen
at a pump. It is Tajiri, reenacting her mother's sole memory ftom
the internmcnt camps. The second time the image plays, as the
woman kneels in the dust, we hear the sound of water splashing; she
rinses her face with a grimace of relief, as though this visit to the
pump were her only respite from the days of imprisonment, dust
and waiting. Her mother's only memory, then, is a lactile memory,
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of the heat rising and the coolness of water on her hands and face.
The film alludcs to this level of perception through image and,
especially, the gurgling sound of the running water: the memory is
encoded audiovisually. The space that is beyond discourse in Hislarl
and Memory is also one that the colonizing images of the US
newsreels could not touch: a p vate sense memory, held in safe
keeping.

Powers ol the lalse
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Deleuzc's politics can be summarized without too much
simplification as privileging that which enables the new to come into
being. This principle underlies his desire to argue ways in which the
time imaoe mar suoer"cdc lhc movement imagc, i0!ofar as the
l.e",io.
n o already-dcad di"cour.e an.l the ffisfh.
rJfiSlr.-p,
"."
ftom lixed discourse that enables new perceptions. These politics
align with the various politics of diasporan cinema in the most
general sense that diasporan peoples are people in the process of
transformation, whose self-expression is impossible within
hegemonic discourse. Thus the power for people in the process of
becoming is the 'power ol the false', an asscrtion that will not
privilege r&eir experience as truth either, only undermine the
hegemonic character of official images. cliches, and other totalizing
rcgimes of truth. Powe$ of the false capture thc fraught relationship
with dominant languages that groups have when they are cmerging
into political identity. John Akomfrah upholds such a will to
transformation when he criticizes the imperative that black cultural
workers submit to particular political ends: 'People assume that
there are certain transcendental duties that Black filmmaking has to
perform. . . . Because it is in a state of emergence its means always
have to be guerrilla meaDs, war means, signposts of urgency. When
that begins to inhibit questions of reflection doubt, skePticism,
intimacy and so on - then thc catego cal imperative does exactly
what it is supposed to do - it imprisons.'34 In contrast, creative
falsificatiqn at the level of the image itself can have political power.
In the cinema, 'powers of the false'are at work when there is no
single point that can be referred to as real or true. Recall that in our
forking model of time, of present-that passes and past-preserved,
there can be no objective record of the past. The past is preserved
among various discursive strata that confront each other with
incommensurable truths. Power of the false describes the
indiscernibility between actual and virtual images constituted around
the splitting of time. Deleuze calls the complex of such indiscemible
images a'crystal-image': the original point at which real and virtual
image reflect each other produces, in turn, a widening circuit of real
and virtual images like a hall of mirrors. 'Sometimes it is the film
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which takcs itscli as its objcct in thc process of its making or of its
sctbacks in being made', Deleuze notes, that acts as this sort of
catalytic crystal, reflecting its could-have bcens in the complex of its
virtual images.35 Calendar, Who Needs a Heart?, and. Histoty and
Memory are constructed around thc setbacks that block thcm: the
evcnts that prevent the production of images stimulate circuits of
memory. To rccall thc imagc of fossil that I borrow from Deleuze's
writing on Foucault, these points across which virtual and actuai
regard cach othcr actually function as fossils, preserving the
'radioactive' quality of the original contact.

The people

36 bd. p

37

brd,

p

216

217

Dclcuzc's conclusion to thc qucstion of political cinema. repeatcd
without claboration so oltcn throughout his writings that it becomes
a clichc itself. is'lf therc wcrc a modern political cinema, it would
bc on this basis: the pcoplc no longcr cxist, or not yet'.36 Political
cinema reachcs an impasse in the discovery that there is no
revolutionary proletariat for it to represent for if such an
organizcd force exists, it is alrcady inscribed in modern political
institutions, and thus lbr Deleuze cannot be an agent of the new.
However, I prefer to borrow his theorizations to look for the
tcmporary nodcs of strugglo that r/., dcfinc particular peoplcs as
capable of action. We can pinpoint thcse strugglcs by looking for the
ways they are denied speech: 'The moment the master, or the
colonizcr, proclaims "Thcre have never been peoplc hcrc"',
Deleuze writes.'the missing people are a becoming, they invent
themselves in shanty towns or in camps, or in ghcttos, in ncw
conditions of struggle to which a necessarily political art must
contributc'.3t lndeed. keeping Foucault's criterion of visibility in
mind, we may look most for a people to be inventing ilself whcn the
colonize$ are bus] explaining. apologizing for and normalizing their
existencc. This is thc Dances wih Wolves (Kevin Costner, 1990)
approach to Native American history; thc wartime patriotic
musicals; thc covcrage of'riots' (not rebellions) on tlre six o'clock
news; the gloss) calendar images of bucolic countryside. By contrast,
gaps and silences point to sites of thc emergence of the people.
Hybrid cincma doubts the assumptions that structure conventional
films about minoritl historl. fiction and documentary alike: namely
that there is an inlacr oral history out there waiting to be tapped,
rccordcd. and proifcred to a community. While such work is
important. it assumes that a history can be unproblematically
reconstructed. gi\en resources and a respite from censonhip. But, to
put it crudel\. only cenain slatements are possible within a given
discourse. and to make a film in which history is continuous is to
concede to the namin.q power of those statements. As Akomfrah

says, 'The triumphalist vision of race and community operates on

the assumption thal there is esseotially a cor€ of affect that is
structured around orato . around song - giving it an irreducible
unity . . . . You become a$are that the diasporic is an act of will
and memory because there are \.etv ferv institutions that can
substantiate that presence . . . These are acts of will and memory

38 Akomlrah, qlo€d n [us.o, 'An
inteniew wnh the Back Aodo

and the very mode of remcmbering is essential for any histoic
project and I am not talking about just the very obvious mode of
iemembering histor] 's Black Audio films Who Needs a Heart? and
Hanrlsworth Songs (1986). like Calendar' Hisk'rJ and Memory, and
other works of hybdd cinema. ttill fictions and silences to fill in the
place

of dysfunctional memory.

lntercessors

Cinematic archaeology is not a question of exhuming the 'authcntic
voice'of a minority people - for that would bc a unitary voice and'
in fact, it would simply replicate the transparent domination by
which a minority is forced to speak in a minority voice The
minority a ist, by contmst, dances along the border' He/she must
undo a double colonization, since the community is colonized both
by the master's stories and by its own, that have been translated and
annexed by the colonizer. The photographer in Calendar latls irt thrs
respect initially: he buys into thl] dominant culture's image of what
is Armenian, slotting the photographs of churches into the known
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quantity of calendarishness, while valiantly reprcssing the efforts of
his other images to speak. 'The author must not" Dcleuze w tes'
'make himself into the ethnologist of his pcople, nor himself invent
a fiction which would bc one more private story's Conventional
documentary participates as much as fiction cinema in the
instrumentality of the colonizer's language' all the morc so when it
seems to have got hold of an 'authentic' quality in the colonized
culture. Instead minority filmmakers, Dcleuze argucs, must destroy
myths from the inside.
Hybrid forms which undermine thc dominancc of any single gcnre
are best able to sct up myths, destroy them, and create them anew
Hybrid cinema is not a cinema oI'positive images'or corective
representations. Like Tajiri, Egoyan' and Akomfrah, filmmakcrs
such as Masayesva, Pratibha Parmar and lsaac Julien from Britain's
Sankofa workshop. Palestinian filmmaker Elia Suleiman' and Inuit
videomaker Zacharias Kunuk work to create myths' to deny

information about their culturcs even as they spin stories'
The agents of hybrid cinema arc what Deleuze calls 'intcrcessors"
real characterc who'make up fiction'. These arc not the docile
informants of documentary, but rcsistalt characters who dispute the
filmmaker's construction of truth at cvery turn: Kazuo Hara's
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power-hungry subjects, Trinh's evasive interlocutors, even Jean
Rouch's characte$ with their own stories to tell. ln History and
Memory, it is Tajiri's amnesiac mother, whose memory consists only
somatically, in the pain caused by denial and in the memory of
water. The filmmaker goes digging herself, makes up stories, indeed
becomes a surrogate rememberer.
Storytelling crosses and recrosses between private life and politics,

making the boundary between them impossible to locate. As
Benjamin suggests, storytelleN' knowledge is of a different order
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from that which passes as official information. As 'the
communicability of experience decreases', as official knowledge
diverges from community experience (or vice versa), the storyteller's
practical information becomes increasingly rare and precious.ro Old
people are thus reposito es of virtual images; their death is like the
loss of a past-that-is-preserved. Their stories, again, are like those
'radioactive fossils' that cannot be explained in terms of the
geological layer on which they are found.
The intercessors in an act of filmic storytelling deterdtodalize the
image, by taking and recombining from existing image repertoires.
ln History and Memory, Taiiri's mother's single recollection image is
of fllling the canteen; her father remembers only the theft of their
house; nobody recognizes the Office of War Information footage of
the Poston camp (and the sound track plays a melancholy version of
'I Only Have Eyes for You'). But from these Tajiri is able to weave,
to fabulate, a story through the telling of which the family regains
their memory and the filmmaker herself achieves an identity.
Memory, Deleuze writes, is a 'membrane, a double becoming' that
constitutes anew both filmmaker and community; 'the people who
are missing and the I who is absent'.al The staryteller's knowledge is
collective: 'Story-telling is not an impersonal myth, but neither is it a
personal fiction: it is a word in act, a speech-act through which the
character continually crosses the boundary which would separate his
private business from politics, and which itseLf produces collective
utterances'. In History and Memory, Tajiri reconstitutes h€$elf, as
well as the community of Japanese-Ame cans whose story of
imprisonment was histo cally erased, in the process of looking for
her mother's memories and the collective memories they
metonymize.
In his work with Guatta , Deleuze is the champion of smooth
space, of a multiplicity that dissolves the static lines of striated
space. Thus it seems most un-Deleuzian that his books on cinema
stick to the hierarchy that puts individual creative geniuses first,
storytellerc second. In the hybrid, or experimental diasporan, films
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discussed here, the filmmaker acts not only as author but as specific
intellectual, participating in local struggles against the dominant
regimes of knowledge production.a2 The hybrid film is in a position
to do archaeolog\ . to sort through the rubble created by cultuml
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